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OUR MISSION
At United Media Group, our
pledge is to create trustworthy,
long-term relationships with
our clients by providing
exceptional service and
delivering consistent results.

OBJECTIVE
Continue being the radio and media of
choice for the Hispanic community in
the DMV. Specifically for those
between 18 to 54 years of age, from
Mexico, Central and South America,
Including second-generation
Latinos.

LA MERA MERA WBQH 1050 AM & W228DI 93.5 FM

SOURCE 2022 RADIO-LOCATOR.COM
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MONDAY-FRIDAY 6 AM -10 AM
Experts in brightening listeners'
mornings with their on-air occurrences.
A show full of surprises and the unique
touch of two women who relate with the
daily life of Latin women.
Here you'll find artists' top news, topic
of the day, news, entertainment,
sports, characters, contests, creative
segments related to the show and a lot
of humor. This duo is the best way to
start your day!
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A musical show accompanied by one
of the most listened voices for more
than 10 years in the DMV area.
Chikis has revolutionized this show with
creative segments, contests,
interaction, professional information,
and the latest news of the day, connecting
with the audience!
"LAS GRUPERRONAS"
An hour with Mexican Regional Music's
top hits and the latest artist news.
"ENRREDANDONOS EN LA RED"
Where she manages to connect with
thousands of people on Social Media with
the topic of the day, which identify
numerous followers of La Mera Mera.

HOSTED BY :
Martha Alarcon

MONDAY- FRIDAY 10 AM - 3 PM
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MONDAY - FRIDAY 3-7 PM
Here you'll listen to this powerful
and energetic host- Ramiro
Rodriguez.
This Mexican announcer is the
perfect escape to forget the traffic
with his great voice and charisma.
A show with the latest news, jokes,
sports, traffic and weather reports.
Contests, prizes, and segments
created to entertain the audience
during their return home!

"EL PONY"
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SATURDAYS 12 - 5 PM
It's a show for you to enjoy what the
weekend has to offer and helps
relieve the stress of the week by
only playing top hits. Contains
entertainment and live DJs mixing
with amazing hosts on air.

WEEKENDS ARE
ACCOMPANIED BY
HITS,
NEWS,
CONTESTS &
DJS MIXING LIVE
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THE NUMBER ONE HISPANIC STATION WITH MOST REACTIONS & ENGAGEMENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

www.Lameramera1050.com

THE ADS PLAY IN 1050 AM- 93.5 FM AND
ON LA MERA MERA APP & WEBSITE
WITHOUT ADDITIONAL CHARGE

La Mera Mera 1050 oficial

@lameramera1050am

LA MERA MERA
1050 APP

